We work on detecting positive or negative sentiment towards named entities in very large volumes of news articles. The aim is to monitor changes over time, as well as to work towards media bias detection by comparing differences across news sources and countries. With view to applying the same method to dozens of languages, we use linguistically light-weight methods: searching for positive and negative terms in bags of words around entity mentions (also considering negation). Evaluation results are good and better than a third-party baseline system, but precision is not sufficiently high to display the results publicly in our multilingual news analysis system Europe Media Monitor (EMM). In this paper, we focus on describing our effort to improve the English language results by avoiding the biggest sources of errors. We also present new work on using a syntactic parser to identify safe opinion recognition rules, such as predicative structures in which sentiment words directly refer to an entity. The precision of this method is good, but recall is very low.
Introduction
This work is being carried out in the context of our large-scale multilingual media monitoring effort EMM (Europe Media Monitor, Steinberger et al. 2017 ). EMM processes a daily average of 300,000 news articles in about 70 languages. EMM groups related articles, tracks them over time, categorises them, extracts information such as entities and reported speech by and about people, translates eleven languages into English and produces various types of statistics. The intention is to add graphs showing how positive or negative certain persons or organisations are being talked about, how this differs between news sources and countries, and how this changes over time. Due to the high number of languages covered, EMM works mostly with knowledge-poor methods, using language-agnostic rules. EMM therefore does not rely on part-of-speech tagging, syntactic parsers or large-scale dictionaries (Steinberger 2012) . EMM uses machine learning for other purposes, but there is not sufficient suitable data to train our multilingual sentiment analysis components.
The practical requirement in the context of EMM is to achieve reasonable precision in positive and negative mentions. The strongly dominant class of neutral mentions in the news domain is less relevant and would at best serve to measure the overall heat around an entity (subjectivity level). Due to the large number of partially redundant news articles, recall is secondary. As a future goal, it would be good to also recognise sentiment separately for different aspects (Kumar & Sebastian 2012) , such as types of policy of a politician. Table 1 lists snippets that show readers the types of phenomena we encounter in our work.
The term sentiment analysis is often used as the generic term to mean the computational treatment of opinion, sentiment and subjectivity in text (Pang & Lee 2008) , but the terms are not identical: It is possible to state an opinion without expressing a sentiment (Soo-Min & Hovy 2004) . We aim to detect polar (positive or negative) judgements or appraisals towards entities (our opinion target), independently of the opinion holder. We are mostly interested in cases where the journalists (representing the news source) express a biased judgement. However, as quoting other persons who make an evaluative statement is the journalist's wilful choice, we currently make the simplifying approximation to equate the opinion holder with the author. By searching for polar words in the news text, we mostly aim to detect the newspaper's framing bias; We do not currently consider epistemological bias (focusing on the believability of a proposition; Recasens et al. 2013) . We have no means to detect content bias (not giving equal treatment to both sides in a political conflict; Entman 2007), such as the selection of stories a newspaper chooses to cover (tackled by Fortuna et al. 2009 ).
Sentiment analysis can be performed at different levels: It can be document, sentence, word and feature-based (Liu 2012) . We only look at a window of up to six words around the entity in order to limit the potential impact of good or bad news (as opposed to sentiment) on the resulting sentiment value (see Section 3).
In the following sections, we first give an overview of related work (Section 2) and explain our method to perform sentiment analysis (3). We will present the evaluation results, including a detailed error analysis and the steps undertaken to reduce the error rate (4). Section 5 summarises additional experiments in which we learned and used syntactic patterns for sentiment analysis. In Section 6, we summarise and conclude.
Related work
Here, we want to mention some relevant work in the field of sentiment analysis, including annotation efforts and competitive events, especially in the news domain.
Sentiment analysis is usually based on lexical knowledge encoded explicitly as dictionaries and taxonomies or indirectly, as machine learning models. SentiWordNet (Esuli & Sebastiani 2006; Baccinella et al. 2010 ) is a lexical resource specific to sentiment analysis that assigns to each WordNet synset -sets of synonyms for groups of English words -three sentiment scores: positivity, negativity, or objectivity. Other approaches for sentiment lexicon building make use of bootstrapping (e.g. Banea et al. 2008 ). J Steinberger et al. (2012 used triangulation to generate polar dictionaries in fifteen languages.
Most researchers look at sentiment analysis as a text classification task (Pang & Lee 2008; Kiritchenko et al. 2014; Grimmer & Stewart 2013) . Features used typically are word classes and word types such as adjectives, verbs and sentiment shifters. Other researchers like Vilares et.al. (2015) demonstrate the usefulness of using syntactic representations for carrying out sentiment analysis. Socher et al. (2013) present the so-called Recursive Neural Tensor Network, which -trained on annotated treebanks and considering sentiment compositionality -assigns polarity to whole sentences.
The dominant part of current academic sentiment analysis work applies supervised or semi-supervised classification techniques trained on manually annotated data such as movie or product reviews while there is relatively little work on the The word 'success' could indeed be seen as a positive judgement of the writer towards the entity, but in our view, the word 'war' usually refers to a factual event that has nothing to do with sentiment or judgement. See Section 3 for more detail on our viewpoint that good/bad sentiment should be separated from good/bad news content. While a lot of sentiment-related work does not well define what positive or negative means, we feel that work around Soo-Min and Hovy (2004) and Wiebe et al. (2005) is more mature. Soo-Min and Hovy (2004) use a more conceptually motivated model. They describe an opinion as a "quadruple [Topic, Holder, Claim, Sentiment] , in which the Holder believes a Claim about the Topic, and in many cases associates a Sentiment, such as good or bad, with the belief". Sentiments always involve the Holder's emotions or desires, and may be present explicitly (lexically) or only implicitly. SooMin & Hovy only try to identify those cases where the opinion holder is mentioned in the text while we are particularly interested in those cases where the author (the journalist) holds a biased or judgemental view. Wiebe et al. (2005, pp. 4ff) aim to describe linguistic expressions of so-called private states, a term coined by Randolph Quirk that includes internal states that cannot be directly observed by others, such as opinions, emotions, sentiments, speculations and evaluations. They distinguish (a) explicit mentions of private states (e.g. the US fears a spill-over), (b) speech events expressing private states (Person A said "The report is full of absurdities") and (c) expressive subjective elements. The latter are "used by people to express their frustration, anger, wonder, positive sentiment, mirth, etc., without explicitly stating that they are frustrated, angry, etc.". Sarcasm and irony often involve expressive subjective elements. In their terms, experiencers hold attitudes toward targets (e.g. in John hates Mary). SenticNet (Cambria & Hussain 2015; Cambria et al. 2012 ) and WordNetAffect (Strapparava & Valitutti 2004 ) provide more fine-grained information covering various aspects of emotion and sentiment. We can expect better multilingual resources for more informed sentiment analysis systems in the future, but producing such linguistic resources is much more time-consuming than producing lists of polar words.
Starting in 2013, there have been sentiment slot filling tracks as part of the NIST Text Analysis Conference (TAC) series. The 2013 task (Mitchell 2013) was to identify sentiment polarity together with opinion holder and opinion target in English language open domain texts, using news, forum texts and the general web. While this task differs from our own in that it focuses on cases where the opinion holder is explicitly mentioned in the text, it is interesting to see that the best system reached a precision of 10% and the best F-Score reached (by another system) was 13.15%. Performance was best in fora texts. In 2016, the track's objective was to identify beliefs or sentiments (private states) and the track was extended to include also smaller portions of Spanish and Chinese language texts. Due to the inclusion of beliefs, the task is even harder to compare to our own.
Deng & Wiebe (2015a) worked on an entity/event-level sentiment analysis system recognising and inferring both explicit and implicit sentiments. In addition to recognising polarity and opinion target, they also aim at recognising the opinion holder. They evaluate their system on the annotated English language MPQE 3.0 corpus (Deng & Wiebe 2015b). The best experimental results for this complex task yielded a precision of almost 38% for positive, and almost 36% for negative pairs. The best F-measure achieved was 24% and 33%, respectively.
Approach to news sentiment analysis
In a nutshell, our base sentiment analysis method searches for words from four different sentiment classes in a bag-of-words window around the entities (For details, see J Steinberger et al. 2011). Subjectivity is assumed if a sentiment word is present in this window (see the discussion in Section 6). The added positive and negative sentiment values in that word window help identify the polarity regarding the mentioned entity. We distinguish the four classes positive/negative and highly positive/negative. Altogether, there are about 2,300 sentiment dictionary entries. These were created by combining in-house and various publicly available resources, by learning more terms using distributional semantics, and by then manually curating the resulting list. The best-performing combination of several existing sentiment dictionaries were empirically identified by using a training set (Balahur et al. 2010) . Sentiment value calculation is compositional in our system as it also considers lists of about 125 intensifiers, diminishers and negators. The optimal window size (six words on both sides of the entity, but not passing sentence borders) was also empirically identified using a training set (Balahur et al. 2010) . The cumulative sentiment values are normalised for the varying window size (in case of sentence borders). Due to a lack of large enough training data, we did not have the opportunity to further optimise the sentiment value assignment algorithm automatically nor the final lists of sentiment words or their relative weights. Some of the sentiment words contain wildcards in order to capture possible variants (e.g. intelligen%).
An important issue for us was that good/bad news should not have an impact on the sentiment values for the entities that may be randomly associated with the event, e.g. when a politician visits an area affected by a natural disaster. We therefore kept factual words that may be perceived negatively such as war, death or injured out of the sentiment word lists and our algorithm ignores potential sentiment words that are part of the defining vocabulary of the article's news category. For instance. When a news item was categorised into the news category NATURAL DISASTER, we ignore the category-defining words natural and disaster.
In order to evaluate the system performance, we produced a manually annotated news corpus consisting of 1274 sentences mentioning entities. Two annotators were asked to annotate the entity mentions as being positive (POS), negative (NEG) or neutral (NEUT), following the guidelines described in Balahur & Steinberger (2009) . The annotators reached an agreement of 80%, resulting in a fair kappa agreement of 0.65 (see Table 2 , second column, IAA). In comparison, the inter-annotator agreement for Portuguese news entity sentiment in Domingos de Arruda et al. (2015) is reported as 40% (kappa = 0.28). Our first annotator assigned POS to 16% of cases, NEG to 17% and NEUT to 67%. The second annotator assigned non-neutral polarity more often: 26% POS, 24% NEG and 50% NEUT. In order to reach a gold standard annotation, a third annotator decided in those cases where the first two disagreed. In the resulting gold-standard set of 1274 sentences, 167 entity mentions were deemed to be positive (13%), 189 negative (15%) and 918 neutral (72%). This neutral majority class serves as a tough performance baseline (ALL NEUT).
The third column of Table 2 (Original system) shows the system performance. The overall accuracy achieved was 74%. However, the precision for only the positive and the negative classes (POS/NEG) in the three-way classification was 50%, which is useless for practical purposes. The comparison in J Steinberger et al. (2011) showed very similar results for all seven languages tested. Column 5 (Base/SSA) shows a second baseline: the results of the Stanford Sentiment Annotator (SSA; Socher et al. 2013). SSA assigns polarity at the sentence level, using semantic compositionality, a sentence parser and the Recursive Neural Tensor Network, trained on a movie review sentiment treebank. The results in Column 5 were calculated by assigning the sentence polarity to the entities they contain. While the authors report 81% accuracy for movie reviews, SSA as we used it yielded 26% on our news corpus, and 19% for the polar cases POS/NEG. We observe that SSA classified an overwhelming 67% of sentences as being negative. Table 2 . Inter-annotator agreement (IAA, column 2), Precision/Recall for English language entity sentiment analysis before (Column 3) and after the improvement rules (Column 4, see Section 4), as well as by the Stanford tool (Base, Column 5). 2 nd . baseline results: ALL NEUT, i.e. assigning only the neutral class.
The difficulty of our task lies in the fact that only two out of nine possible combinations can be considered correct and that the neutral class (which is the only one we are not interested in) is by far the largest (72% of cases). Random assignment would yield 9.3% for only the polar cases POS and NEG. Considering the difficulty of the task and the odds at play, a precision of 50% is a good achievement, but it is not sufficient for practical purposes.
Error analysis and rules to improve the output
The entity opinion mining system described in Section 3 was run for more than one year (May 2015-April 2016), on altogether about 20 million English language news articles. The sentiment word forms most frequently found next to an entity are shown in Table 3 . There are minor variations from one month to the next. The cumulated frequency for all 11,303 sentiment word forms is 11.76 million. The top ten most frequent sentiment word forms account for 12.3% of all sentiment terms found and the top one hundred for 42% of all sentiment word occurrences. As improving the sentiment value assignment accuracy of the most frequent terms should thus have a high impact on the overall performance of the system, we focused our effort on the ten most frequent sentiment words by first analysing the system output errors and then writing rules to avoid them. For this purpose, we used the SketchEngine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) and HTML-based in-house tools to analyse the usage of each polar word.
Sentiment assignment errors and solutions implemented
We found the following major sources of errors: 1. Wild cards capture wrong strings: Our sentiment dictionaries contain a few words with wild cards to capture variants. To avoid words such as supporting-actor (support%) or intelligencegathering (intelligen%), the wild cards in our sentiment dictionaries were refined and some wrong matches were included in a stop word list of terms that should not be used. 2. Multi-word expressions and non-sentiment uses: Some sentiment words also occur as multiword expressions that do not have sentiment meaning, e.g. well in as well as. We used SketchEngine and the TenTen web corpus (included with the Sketch Engine service) to produce the most frequent word n-grams containing our top frequent sentiment words and selected those manually where we did not perceive the intended sentiment meaning of the word. We identified 52 such multi-word expressions (e.g. best known, with respect to, super PAC, artificial intelligence, wellknown, etc.) and added them to a stop word list. Table 3 . Sentiment words and their occurrence frequency and percentage (out of all sentiment words) in 12 months of English language news analysis.
4. Reported speech: Sentiment words found inside direct or indirect speech must not be linked to the entity who is the author of the quotations because the entity is the opinion holder and not the opinion target. Markers of direct and indirect speech should thus act like sentence borders. Patterns to recognise indirect speech were added, consisting of reporting verbs combined with the conjunction that. This rule eliminates 1% of all entity mentions followed by a sentiment word. To test our hypothesis, three evaluators not part of the team judged 100 sentences containing sentiment words, of which 50 contained indirect speech. When filtering out the indirect speech sentences, their agreement with the system rose significantly, i.e. from 31, 40 and 67% to 54, 72 and 78%, respectively. This confirmed our hypothesis. 5. Scope of sentiment words and passive constructions: Some sentiment verbs have a scope that only extends in one direction. For instance, only the object (patient) of the verb support is positively affected by the action verb while the subject (agent) could be considered the 'opinion holder'. In passive sentences, the roles are inverted (A was supported by B). We thus formulated filters ensuring that the system does not recognise a positive sentiment towards the agent. To test this hypothesis, three evaluators judged 95 sentences containing the verb 'support', of which 53 were then filtered out to avoid that the sentiment word was associated with the agent of the sentence. The agreement of the evaluators with the system output went up from 52, 44 and 51% to 57, 52 and 60%, respectively. Considering the success of this rule, we then used distributional semantics to identify lists of further verbs behaving like 'support'. We checked the results manually and added them to the filtering rules (e.g. criticise, accuse, praise, reject, blame). These were the main cases where the system regularly went wrong. However, there are numerous cases where polar words do not refer to the nearby entity and where we were not able to find a regularity that could be exploited in a filtering rule.
Sentiment analysis results after incorporating these insights -Results
After implementing the filters and improvements described in Subsection 4.1, we carried out a new evaluation to see whether the overall results have improved (See the fourth column in Table 2 -Improved). In the test set of 1274 sentences with entity mentions, there were 52 occurrences of the top ten sentiment words (the ones we focused our improvement efforts on), of which 19 were filtered out by the filtering rules 3 to 5 mentioned in Section 4.1. This filter improved the accuracy, but not significantly: precision for negative mentions improved by 1.35% to 59.2% and it diminished by 0.3% for positive mentions (43.1%). Due to the large neutral portion of the test sentences, the sample of subjective sentences is too small. We therefore compiled an additional test set consisting of 200 potentially subjective sentences, i.e. sentences containing an entity name and at least one polar word in its word window. The system assigned 89 positive and 111 negative sentiment values to this set. Four evaluators annotated this collection. Two of them were part of the team and they had ample opportunities to come to a common understanding of the task, while the other two simply followed the annotation instructions. The agreement overlap between the six pairs of human annotators ranged from 67.5% to 81.5%, which is rather good even though the kappa scores only ranged from 0.13 to 0.40 because the neutral class was so dominant. However, the annotators agreed very little with the system output, namely in between 7% and 31% of cases. The in-house annotators, who had a clearer understanding of the task, agreed less with the system (7 and 13%) than the two outsiders (18 and 31%). Annotators agreed slightly more with our baseline, the Stanford Sentiment Annotator, i.e. 36, 36.5, 37 and 43.5%, but still clearly below the 50% threshold.
These results are extremely disappointing. They are worse than those of the previous evaluation carried out. It looks like the majority of entity mentions in the news sentence test set are neutral/objective even when they are mentioned in close vicinity to words from our sentiment dictionaries: Our four annotators marked only between 18% and 39% as either positive or negative in spite of the presence of sentiment words in the immediate vicinity of entities.
Syntactic rules for news entity sentiment analysis
The flaw of our system seems to be the recognition of subjective mentions. We furthermore observed that polar words close to the entity mentions do not necessarily refer to the entity itself, i.e. the bag-of-words approach is too coarsegrained. We therefore worked on identifying safe rules capturing syntactic constructions in which there is a clear relationship between the polar word and the entity. We developed patterns for two predicative constructions (Rules 1 and 2) and two more generic syntactic paths (Rules 3 and 4), as shown in the following pattern list:
1. NAME is (who is, to be, was, may be....) SENTIMENT ENTITY is impressive. 2. SENTIMENT<-adjective-NAME Impressive ENTITY. 3. SENTIMENT word and the Entity have a common verbal or nominal ancestor in the syntactic tree, e.g. ENTITY delivered an impressive speech (here 'delivered' is the common verbal ancestor of 'impressed' and ENTITY)
The impressive speech of ENTITY (with 'speech' as a common nominal ancestor). 4. Sentiment word under the name in the syntactic dependency tree, e.g. intelligent politician ENTITY.
We analysed the test set of 200 sentences to evaluate our heuristics, using the Stanford dependency parser (Manning et al. 2014) . We took as ground truth the two evaluators with the highest agreement. These were the two EMM team members, who had classified most sentences as neutral. They disagreed in only one of the sentences captured by the four rules, which they discussed and for which they then came to an agreement. Altogether, the four rules matched 25 of the 200 sentences (12.5%). The precision was 44% and the recall 32%. Rules 1 and 2, which are the safest and most obvious, matched three times and all three analyses were correct (precision 100%) while Rules 3 and 4 matched 22 times, of which eight were correct (precision is 36%). The imposed relationship between the sentiment word and the entity in Rules 3 and 4 is thus too vague to be useful. This shows that if the sentiment word does not directly syntactically refer to the entity, things can go wrong. Jiang et al (2011) seem to have come to the same conclusion for Twitter sentiment analysis. More information would be needed to determine the correct sentiment judgement in such cases. This becomes obvious with the constructed example the intelligent/impressive liar ENTITY (matching Rule 4), where the generally positive words contribute to a negative judgement due to the negative noun liar.
Discussion and Conclusion
The EMM news entity sentiment annotation module was developed using linguistically shallow methods so that it could be applied to dozens of languages. The tool has an accuracy of 74%, which goes much beyond a baseline system trained for movie reviews (the Stanford Sentiment Annotator SSA, Socher et al. 2013 ). However, its precision is only 50% for positive and negative entity mentions (SSA: 19%; Random: 9.3%). In this paper, we presented a large-scale error analysis and hand-crafted rules to improve the results by avoiding the major errors. This did not significantly improve precision. Major challenges are the dominant number of neutral entity mentions (72%) and the fact that polar words often do not refer to the nearby entity. A separate subjectivity filter should be applied rather than assuming polarity in all cases where a sentiment word is present. We should also review our list of polar words to ensure that they have a polar sentiment value, rather than pointing to positive or negative news content (e.g. win, victory, support).
In separate experiments, we applied a syntactic parser and rules imposing a scope relationship between the polar word and the entity. While predicative structures (X is NEG, or the NEG X) yielded 100% precision, their recall is unacceptably small.
In view of sentiment analysis work trained on social media data such as movie reviews (Socher et al. 2013 ) reaching over 80% of accuracy, the results presented in this paper may look sub-standard. However, it does make a difference whether large numbers of manually classified reviews on a specific product are available to train the system or whether wide-coverage news is being analysed. Our comparative results reported in Table 2 (performance drop of the SSA tool from 80% on the training data to 26% on our data) show that tools cannot simply be ported to another domain.
Secondly, even our system achieves 74% accuracy when including the neutral class, but if the aim is to achieve a precision that goes significantly above 50% for the minority classes POS and NEG, the task is harder. The precision for various subtasks at evaluations and shared tasks (of course partially on more complex tasks) often does not go much above the 50% threshold either (Mitchell 2013; Ruppenhofer et al. 2016 ). The reported results furthermore typically include the neutral class. It looks like generic systems like ours are not yet ready to be deployed automatically for uncontrolled public display.
